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1 Introduction

"Inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon." Milton Friedman

There are two reasons why understanding inflation dynamics is important. First, in the presence of price adjustment costs, inflation entails wasteful expenses for firms and generates changes in the distribution of relative prices that do not reflect changes in productivity. Second, inflation affects the real value of nominal assets, including money. In a market economy, the distribution of relative prices and the real value of nominal assets affect the allocation of the society’s resources to consumption, leisure and investment. Through its effect on real goods prices and asset prices inflation ultimately determines economic welfare. Public policy that aims at maximizing economic welfare thus needs to understand what drives inflation and how it affects the allocation of resources.

During the last five to ten years we have seen an enormous research effort to better understand the inflation process, carried out by both the academic and central bank community. The reason why this area of research has been so productive is that during recent years there has been a fruitful interaction between the modeling of inflation and the search for a larger set of empirical characteristics of inflation.

I first briefly review the costs and benefits of with inflation. That part of the paper motivates why it is justified to allocate so much resources to a better understanding of the inflation process. As the motivation for a better understanding of the inflation process did not change recently, that part mixes somewhat older and more recent contributions to the literature. Then I give an overview of the features of the New Keynesian model that allow to assess the size of the costs and benefits of inflation. Subsequently, I present the features of the inflation and price adjustment data that the
model should ideally match. Finally, I conclude and discuss some unresolved issues.

2 Costs and Benefits of Inflation

Inflation and Costly Price Adjustment

Arguably price adjustment is not completely costless. There are many factors that contribute to the overall cost of price adjustment. There is for instance the labor cost of the people that decide on the price adjustment, the cost of printing new price tags, the labor cost of physically changing the price tag. Different goods have different costs of price adjustment. The costs for instance depend on the type of market where the good is sold. If the good is sold in an auction, the costs of price adjustment are likely to be lower than if the good is sold in a shop where each good carries a price tag. The literature often uses the term menu costs, referring to the printing costs restaurants incur when they change prices. But menu costs do not just comprise the costs of physically resetting prices, they also comprise the costs of reoptimizing the price. In the presence of menu costs, higher inflation will entail higher total costs (or a less efficient production) due to the more frequent adjustment of prices.

Due to menu costs, a lot of firms do not reset their price in response to every small change in costs and demand. There will be a range in which they keep their price unchanged and tolerate deviations of their actual price from its optimal level.\(^1\) This generates a change in the distribution of relative prices that does not reflect changes in productivity, which entails efficiency and welfare losses. This cost is often referred to as a relative price distortion. In this way, small menu costs can entail large welfare losses. Lach and Tsiddon (1992) for instance find evidence for Israel that

\(^1\)The mere fact that the prices of some goods continuously adjust does not imply that the cost of price adjustment is zero for these goods. The shocks to the optimal price of a good can be so large that the benefits of adjusting the good’s price continuously outweigh the costs of price adjustment.
higher inflation pushes prices to both tails of the relative price distribution.

On the other hand, there can also exist benefits of higher inflation. In a world where nominal wages cannot adjust downwardly, higher inflation decreases the real value of nominal wages. If due to certain shocks optimal real wages need to decrease, small or zero changes in nominal wages still entail real wage decreases that are optimal. This effect is due to Tobin (1972) who stressed that in this context inflation can "grease the wheels of the economy". Fagan and Messina (2008), using a model with downward wage rigidity, conclude that for a number of European countries the optimal steady-state inflation rate varies between 0 and 2%. For the United States, the estimates for the optimal rate of inflation vary between 2% and 5%, depending on the data set they use.

**Inflation and the Value of Nominal Assets**

Inflation affects the real value of nominal assets. This includes the real value of outstanding money balances. Money is a special type of asset that on top of its function as a store of value, also has a transactions function. When inflation affects the real value of outstanding money balances, this can affect aggregate demand. In a model with perfect competition and costless price adjustment, Cooley and Hansen (1989) do not find significant effects of inflation on output. Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987), however, assume imperfect competition and costly price adjustment and find that in combination with sticky prices there are significant effects of changes in the money supply on output. This illustrates how assumptions about inflation dynamics and price adjustment can determine the effects of monetary policy on output and welfare. It is therefore important to verify these assumptions with empirical facts, so that we can discriminate between different theories.

Another cost of inflation comes from the combined role of the store of value and the transaction technology of money. As holding money is not remunerated, the effective nominal interest rate
is zero. With positive inflation, this creates an opportunity cost of holding money balances for transactions. On the other hand, money makes transactions easier. Therefore, inflation determines the number of times someone goes to the bank in order to withdraw money and in such a way tries to reduce money balances. With higher average inflation and nominal interest rates people will cut back money holdings as the opportunity cost increases, whereas the transaction benefits remain the same. This generates more trips to the bank, which explains the origin of the term shoe leather costs. In the literature this term covers all sorts of costs that are related to more cash management.

Another channel through which inflation can affect the aggregate economy and economic welfare is its role in generating real wealth redistributions across agents, in particular debtors and creditors. Doepke and Schneider (2006a) show that inflation surprises can entail a substantial redistribution of wealth among different groups of people. From an aggregate perspective it is not clear whether this redistribution is a cost or a benefit. This for instance depends on whether there is a wealth transfer from people that are unproductive to people that are productive and invest. Doepke and Schneider (2006b) find that for a zero sum redistribution shock through a surprise in inflation, households react asymmetrically, mostly because borrowers are younger on average than lenders. As a result, inflation generates a decrease in aggregate labor supply as well as an increase in savings. Even though inflation-induced redistribution has a persistent negative effect on output, it improves the weighted welfare of households.

In an economy with a role for the government and nominal government debt, surprises in inflation can also create a way to levy non-distortionary taxes. Because government debt is nominal the rate of inflation determines the real debt burden the government needs to finance. In the case of an inflation surprise real government debt decreases significantly without distorting economic activity
as is the case for labor and capital taxes. In effect inflation can be a non-distortionary lump sum tax.

However, higher inflation variability also increases risk premiums on nominal assets. See for instance De Graeve et al. (2008) and Rudebusch and Swanson (2008) for evidence and explanations of how higher inflation variability can increase the inflation risk premium that investors demand on nominal assets. One related issue is that for long-term nominal debt contracts inflation affects the profile of real debt repayments. This can for instance distort the allocation of investment in housing in a life-cycle model. Another related issue is that to hedge themselves against the risk of inflation people invest relatively more in real assets compared to nominal assets that entail inflation risk. This might not be welfare maximizing either.

In the case of negative inflation, or deflation, the real value of money increases. Holding money then gives a positive real return. This can become problematic if the optimal real interest rate should be lower than the rate of deflation. In that case the nominal interest rate hits the zero lower bound, so that the central bank loses control over the real interest rate. The experience of Japan in the nineties is a classic example of how detrimental a prolonged period of deflation - or of a suboptimally high real interest rate - can be for the economic performance of a country. Krugman (1998) analyzes the deflation episode in Japan during what has been called the Lost Decade.

Up to now I have listed the costs and benefits of inflation, and how the characteristics of inflation can affect economic welfare. I have not been able to perform a welfare analysis, so that we remain unsure about the net welfare effects of inflation. This can be done with the New Keynesian model. The main virtue of this model is that it links the microeconomic price setting decisions of economic agents to the behavior of inflation and other macroeconomic variables. In this way it allows us to
consider all the aspects of inflation and price adjustment in one coherent framework.

3 The New Keynesian Model

Today most of the questions raised in the previous section are studied in the New Keynesian model. This model has been developed starting from a real business cycle model, adding monopolistic competition, infrequent price adjustment, and a role for monetary policy. An overview of this model can be found in Woodford (2003) and Gali (2008).

The model is basically a real business cycle model with two additional frictions. This allows economists to benefit from the virtues of the real business cycle model and its methodology to address economic questions. The most important virtues are the explicit use of optimization of agents and rational expectations. This is much more appealing than the ad hoc behavioral relations that were posited in the older Keynesian literature. The first additional ingredient that is present in the New Keynesian model is monopolistic price setting. Prices are not determined in perfectly competitive markets, where the price equals the marginal cost of producing an additional unit. Instead the price will be higher than the marginal cost, due to the monopoly power of an infinite number of differentiated good producers. The differentiated good producers are mostly incorporated in the model using constant elasticity of substitution consumer preferences over an infinite range of goods as in Dixit and Stiglitz (1977). Nominal rigidities constitute a second ingredient that is often modeled using a price adjustment cost. This gives rise to nominal prices that are not adjusted continuously, which creates a constraint for firms when they reset their prices. The combination of imperfect competition and nominal rigidities generates the short run non-neutrality of monetary policy. Money has not necessarily an explicit role in this model; it is just a unit of account.
Nevertheless, inflation is a purely monetary phenomenon. It is ultimately the central bank that determines the price level and thus the inflation rate. Up to today people debate about whether they should include a more explicit role for money in the model or not.

The New Keynesian model can be used to evaluate different policies, but before we can start doing this we need to remove a number of remaining uncertainties about the extent to which different frictions are important or not. The success or failure of this framework needs to be evaluated against a number of properties of both macroeconomic and microeconomic data. Until a few years ago the model was most often evaluated against macroeconomic data. This approach creates a number of observational equivalences between different microeconomic models of price adjustment. Because the welfare effects crucially depend on the type of price adjustment the researcher assumes, we also need to evaluate the microeconomic implications of the model. Therefore, since the last five years people have increasingly studied the characteristics of microeconomic price adjustment using large micro price datasets. The next two sections give an overview of the macroeconomic and microeconomic statistical properties of the data and discuss which models are consistent with these statistical properties.

4 Post-War Inflation Dynamics

Most research on the time series properties of inflation has focused on (i) the real effects of monetary shocks and (ii) the degree of inflation persistence in the data. The real effects of monetary policy shocks are determined by the reaction of inflation to a monetary policy shock. If inflation reacts immediately and fully to a monetary shock, then there is little effect on output. Concerning the degree of inflation persistence, it has been quickly acknowledged that a simple version of the New
Keynesian model does not imply much persistence in inflation, even though at first sight that seems to be a key characteristic of inflation.\(^2\) This spurred a lot of research on versions of the New Keynesian model with frictions (e.g. habit persistence in consumption) that can generate more inflation persistence. Today, there exists a widespread consensus about the existence of real effects of monetary policy shocks. The consensus view about the empirical degree of inflation persistence today seems to be that at the business cycle frequency it is relatively low.

Evidence on the real effects of a monetary policy shock and inflation persistence is not the only source of evidence that researchers use to evaluate their monetary models. In addition, there exist well-developed maximum likelihood and Bayesian methods (e.g. Smets and Wouters, 2007) to confront our models with the data. These approaches compare the model at the same time to different statistical properties of the data. Discussing these approaches lies beyond the scope of this paper.

**Evidence from VARs**

One way to evaluate the New Keynesian model’s performance in matching macroeconomic statistical properties is by comparing the model’s reaction to a monetary policy shock with the reaction in the data. The response to a monetary policy shock in the data can be measured by a Vector Autoregression (VAR). Christiano et al. (1999) survey the literature on evidence on the transmission of monetary policy. They find that as the nominal interest rate increases, inflation, consumption, investment and output persistently fall. This literature delivers empirical evidence that structural models should try to match. Peersman and Smets (2003) use the same methodology for euro area data and find very similar results as for the United States.

\(^2\)See for instance Fuhrer and Moore (1995) and Fuhrer (2000) who point out the lack of inflation persistence in the basic New Keynesian model.
In Figures 1 and 2, I present the results of a simple VAR comprising output, consumer prices and the policy interest rate for the euro area and the United States. This exercise confirms what Christiano et al. (1999) and Peersman and Smets (2003) find for the United States and the euro area. Output decreases after a tightening of monetary policy. Prices do not react much, or even increase slightly in the short run.\footnote{This short run increase is called the "price puzzle" as we would a priori expect that prices decrease after a tightening of monetary policy. This phenomenon is widely documented for the United States. One conjecture is that policy shocks which are associated with substantial price puzzles are actually confounded with nonpolicy disturbances that signal future increases in prices, such as commodity price changes. Some authors therefore include a measure for commodity prices in their VAR. This lies beyond the scope of this paper.}

The evidence on the (persistent) effects of monetary policy on output and the small effects on prices can discriminate between the models of Cooley and Hansen (1989) and Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987). The model of Cooley and Hansen (1989) is not able to replicate this evidence, so that it is not as good a description of reality as the model with imperfect competition and sticky
Evidence on Inflation Persistence

In Figure 3, I present inflation data for the euro area, Germany and the United States. From eyeballing this figure it appears that inflation in the euro area and the United States is a fairly persistent process. This is also confirmed when I compute the autocorrelation of inflation for the entire sample period 1955-2007 in Table 1. The autocorrelation coefficient of inflation in the United States and the euro area is above 0.8. A common practice is to estimate a univariate autoregressive time series model and to measure persistence as the sum of the autoregressive coefficients (e.g. Fuhrer and Moore, 1995; Pivetta and Reis, 2007). In most of these studies, inflation exhibits high to very high persistence during the post-war period, i.e. persistence is found to be close to that of a random walk. We can design models that generate high inflation persistence using a variety of frictions: backward-looking agents (Galí and Gertler, 1999), price indexation (Christiano et al., 2005), consumption habit persistence (Christiano et al, 2005), learning (Milani, 2007), real

wage rigidities (Blanchard and Galí, 2007). For a particular calibration these frictions are able to replicate the univariate reduced form inflation persistence. Importantly, this estimated persistence is a measure of unconditional inflation persistence.

Levin and Piger (2004) argue that the high persistence is not intrinsic. Instead, it is due to breaks in the mean of inflation due to changes in the monetary policy strategy. After all, such high persistence is not present in Germany, where the central bank was granted independence much before the central banks in the United States and the rest of the euro area. To test this hypothesis, in Table 1, I distinguish three periods: the Golden Sixties (1955-1964), the Great Inflation: 1965-1984, and the Great Moderation: 1985-2007. The first period was characterized by relatively low inflation with little persistence both in the United States and Germany. The second period is characterized by high, volatile and persistent inflation for both the euro area and the United States. In Germany,
however, this rise in average inflation and persistence was much more muted than in the euro area and the United States. The volatility of inflation in Germany even decreased during that period. In the third period inflation is again low and exhibits low persistence.

Table 1: Statistical Properties of Inflation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Euro area</th>
<th>Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1955-2007*</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std.</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955-1964</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std.</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-1984*</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std.</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-2007</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: the statistics are computed using the annualized quarterly log-differenced seasonally adjusted CPI. The source is OECD, except for the sample 1970-1998 for the euro area, which comes from the AWM dataset of the ECB. * The sample for the euro area only covers 1970-2007.

This observation is in line with evidence that the high persistence of inflation during the seventies was linked to the type of monetary policy regime in place (e.g. Benati, 2008). The dynamics of inflation went through substantial changes during the last five decades. For this reason, Dossche and Everaert (2008) account for changes in the inflation target of the central bank when they measure the degree of inflation persistence in the euro area and the United States. Changes in

---

4 An alternative explanation for the high empirical inflation persistence is that it is caused by the aggregation of microeconomic price paths that differ in their degree of persistence. See Altissimo et al. (2007) for how part of the aggregate inflation persistence in the euro area can be explained by aggregation.
the inflation target can be due to genuine mistakes (Gali and Gertler, 1999), misperceptions of the natural rates (Orphanides, 2002), or just ignorance about the natural rate principle that inflation cannot permanently increase economic activity (Sargent et al., 2006). To paraphrase Friedman, high inflation persistence is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon.

5 The Role of Price Setting and Some Evidence

Two assumptions are key in the New Keynesian model. First, there is monopolistic competition in the goods market. This implies that firms are price setters, and not price takers as in perfectly competitive markets. The second assumption is costly price adjustment. This assumption always goes together with monopolistic competition as then the price setter can make a trade-off between adjusting his price or not. Here I give an overview of the different ways costly price adjustment is introduced in the model, and of the micro and macro implications. I also survey the empirical evidence.

Theoretical Assumptions

There are two main ways of introducing costly price adjustment in the New Keynesian model. First, there is time dependent price setting. Under this assumption some prices in the economy can adjust in the current period, whereas other prices cannot adjust. Which prices can adjust and which cannot is exogenously determined; it is not chosen by the firms or price setters. One very popular model is the Calvo (1983) model, which assumes that a randomly chosen fraction of prices, drawn from a uniform distribution, can adjust. The model is popular because it gives rise to very simple optimality conditions. This model implies, however, that some prices do not adjust for a very long period. Even though there is some evidence of very long-lasting prices (Young and Levy, 2005), it
seems unlikely that prices do not adjust when the firm makes losses and has to meet demand. Ascari (2004) also shows that in the Calvo (1983) model the steady state output level is very sensitive to the steady state money growth rate. Low levels of inflation imply large, and unrealistic, changes in the steady state output level. Another popular time-dependent price setting model is the Taylor (1980) price adjustment model. This model assumes that every period there is a certain cohort of firms that can adjust their prices. In this case the fraction of prices that can adjust is not random. It is always the same cohort of prices that can adjust after, for instance, four quarters. This model does not suffer from the problems of the Calvo model under positive steady state inflation (Ascari, 2004).

A second way of introducing costly price adjustment is through explicitly assuming a cost of price adjustment that the firm needs to pay every time it changes its price. A popular model is the menu cost model where there is a fixed cost to be paid every time the firm adjusts its price. Because of the non-linearity this implies that it is more difficult to solve the model using perturbation methods. See, however, Dotsey et al. (1999) for an example of a menu-cost model that can be solved with a perturbation method. In this model the frequency of price adjustment is endogenous. The firms that need the price adjustment most urgently adjust their prices first. This feature is also called the selection effect (Golosov and Lucas, 2007). It implies that the response of inflation to a monetary shock is much faster than if the selection effect were absent.

The model of Rotemberg (1982) assumes that the price adjustment cost is quadratic in the size of the price adjustment. In this model the frequency of price adjustment is 100%; there is no staggering of price adjustment. This is at odds with the micro data as I show below. However, in a first order approximation the model delivers the same Phillips curve as under the Calvo price
adjustment. Lombardo and Vestin (2008) show how the choice for Calvo or Rotemberg pricing can affect the policy prescriptions of different models.

Another theory is the one proposed by Mankiw and Reis (2002). This theory assumes that prices can be reset every period, but that the firm can only infrequently choose the optimal rate of price adjustment. Thus, information about the state of the economy is not immediately reflected in price adjustment decisions. This creates a short-run impact of money on output.

All the previous models assume that agents are perfectly rational and (at least after some time) perfectly informed. This implies that the natural rate hypothesis is respected. Output cannot be increased forever by increasing the rate of inflation. One paper that proposes an alternative to the natural rate hypothesis is the paper of Akerlof et al (2000). It argues that under low inflation, price and wage setters do not fully update their decisions to their expectations. Therefore, slightly higher inflation will push activity higher. As inflation gets higher they argue that then agents will start updating their decisions again with inflation expectations. Therefore, small deviations from the natural rate hypothesis are possible and efficient in that model.

**Empirical Evidence and Implications for the Theory**

The body of empirical research on costly price adjustment has been growing exponentially during the last years. Usually the fact that goods prices do not change is taken as indirect evidence for costs of price adjustment. This might be true under the assumption that the optimal price changes continuously due to continuously changing costs and demand. However, it could as well be that some goods prices do not change simply because costs and demand do not change. To alleviate this identification problem, there exists direct evidence on costly price adjustment. Levy et al. (1997) and Zbaracki et al. (2004) find direct evidence for the costs of price adjustment from a supermarket
and an industrial firm, respectively. They find that price adjustment costs amount to 0.7% or 1.23% of revenues. Zbaracki et al. (2004) document that the direct cost of changing prices is very low. However, the managerial and customer costs are quite substantial. So to implement a price change a firm needs to spend a lot of resources on organizing the price change within the firm, and informing and explaining the price change to the customers of the firm.

Mills (1920) and Means (1927) are the earliest empirical studies of price adjustment. Between then and the early 2000s there exist a large number of empirical studies of price adjustment. The main characteristic of these studies is, however, that they only cover a subset of goods traded in the economy. Some examples are Kashyap (1995) for retail catalogues and Cecchetti (1986) for magazines. It took until Bils and Klenow (2004) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2008) before a large scale study on US consumer prices was done. At about the same time, the central banks of the euro area started a research project within the Inflation Persistence Network (IPN). They study the stickiness of consumer (Dhyne et al., 2006) and producer prices (Vermeulen et al, 2007) using micro data underlying the CPI and PPI. In addition they survey (Fabiani et al., 2007) firms about the way they adjust prices. This study was similar in approach to the study of Blinder et al. (1998). Angeloni et al. (2006) summarize some implications of this work for macroeconomic modeling. All these studies allow us to calibrate macroeconomic models that cover almost the entire set of goods traded in the economy.

The main statistic that these studies compute is the frequency of price adjustment, which ranges between 10% and 30% depending on the sample period and country. They also study the size of price adjustment and a number of other features of the price change distribution. The studies find infrequent price adjustment compared to perfectly competitive markets. However, prices adjust too
fast to be able to match evidence from VARs on the output and inflation effects of a monetary policy shock in a New Keynesian model. This gives rise to yet another puzzle.

To solve this puzzle a series of papers have proposed real price rigidities (Ball and Romer, 1990). Real rigidities refer to strategic complementarity in the price setting decision of firms. A firm is more reluctant to adjust its price in response to changes in the state of the economy the less other firms adjust their prices. Different frictions can generate this strategic complementarity. One way to introduce strategic complementarity is through the preference specification of Kimball (1995). In contrast to the traditional Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) aggregator, Kimball (1995) does not assume a constant elasticity of demand. The price elasticity of demand becomes a function of the relative price. A key concept is the curvature of the demand curve, which measures the price elasticity of the price elasticity. When the curvature is positive, Kimball’s preferences generate a concave or "kinked" demand curve in a log price/log quantity space. A price above the level of the firm’s competitors increases the elasticity of demand for its product, so that the firm progressively loses profits from relative price increases. Conversely, a price below the level of the firm’s competitors reduces the elasticity of demand for its product, so that the firm again progressively loses profits from relative price decreases. In this way the combination of small costs to nominal price adjustment and a concave demand curve generates slow adjustment to changes in the state of the economy. Despite its attractiveness, the literature suffers from a lack of empirical evidence on the curvature of a typical demand curve. Calibrations of the curvature using macroeconomic data range from below 2 to above 400. The results in Dossche et al. (2008) using scanner data support the introduction of a kinked (concave) demand curve in a representative firm economy, but the median degree of curvature is much lower than currently calibrated.
Another way to introduce real rigidities is by assuming a production chain. In industrialized countries, 40% of the value of a consumption good is typically generated in the distribution stage, whereas 60% of its value is generated in the production stage (Burstein et al., 2003). This slows down aggregate price adjustment as price changes pass through the production chain. Cornille and Dossche (2008) contribute to understanding the way producer prices adjust. They document producer price adjustment using a Belgian micro price dataset. On average, 24% of prices adjust each month, with an average increase/decrease of 6%. Producer prices adjust more frequently than consumer prices, but their size of adjustment is typically smaller.

A particular feature of the micro data is that the size of price adjustment is large compared to inflation. This implies that there must be large changes in relative prices. To match this fact, one needs idiosyncratic shocks to be able to generate such big price changes (Golosov and Lucas, 2007). Mackowiak and Wiederholt (2009) argue that when idiosyncratic conditions are more variable or more important than aggregate conditions, firms should pay more attention to idiosyncratic conditions than to aggregate conditions. In that case, prices react fast and by large amounts to idiosyncratic shocks, but only slowly and by small amounts to nominal shocks.

Another source of large price changes are price markdowns that are mainly present in micro consumer price data and not in producer price data (Cornille and Dossche, 2008; Vermeulen et al., 2007). Nakamura and Steinsson (2008) argue that it is important to distinguish price changes due to temporary price markdowns and regular price changes because they are fundamentally different. Temporary price changes are much more transient than regular price changes, and after a temporary price decrease prices often return to the initial regular price level. Kehoe and Midrigan (2007) argue that if one explicitly accounts for price markdowns in a macro model, the implications of the model
are significantly different from those of a model without price markdowns. The difference between a price path that excludes the markdowns, and one that includes them, is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Example of a Price Trajectory: Potatoes

Source: Dossche et al. (2008)

The details of price setting models raise a lot of issues because they determine the welfare costs of different policies. So it is very important to be able to compare the microeconomic implications of these models with microeconomic data. The macroeconomic data cannot deliver a firm conclusion. With respect to time- versus state-dependent price setting, evidence from Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008) and Gagnon (2008) suggests that a time-dependent model is consistent with an economy with low inflation such as the United States today. However, for an economy with high inflation such as Mexico during the Peso crisis of 1994, a state dependent model seems to be more useful. A time-dependent model fails to match the increased frequency of price adjustment as inflation reaches higher levels. However, Mackowiak and Smets (2008) argue that the microeconomic data
can narrow the range of models that match the data, but that even with the microeconomic data there remains uncertainty about what price setting frictions are more realistic. One way out of this could be to further exploit survey evidence as in Blinder et al (1998) and Fabiani et al. (2004) to shed more light on how price setters process information and at what stage of the price adjustment process they incur significant costs.

6 Conclusion and Some Unresolved Issues

During the last five years there has been much interest in understanding inflation and price dynamics. First, this is due to the emergence of a microfounded modeling framework with explicit optimization of agents and rational expectations. This implies that questions of central bank commitment and discretion can be analyzed in these models. Second, there is now access to new databases that significantly increases the microeconomic evidence on price adjustment. In addition, there is the macroeconomic evidence from VARs (e.g. Christiano et al., 1999) and Bayesian model evaluations (Smets and Wouters, 2007) and evidence on inflation persistence.

Whereas during the eighties and nineties central banks had turned away from formal analysis\textsuperscript{5}, they are now investing more and more resources in improving the New Keynesian model as well as using it for policy analysis and forecasting (see e.g. Smets and Wouters, 2003, 2007). Today the Swedish central bank even publishes optimal macroeconomic forecasts based on a version of the New Keynesian model (Adolfson et al., 2008). This type of analysis is currently becoming an important tool in many other central banks.

However, there remain a number of unresolved issues. Even though the microeconomic evidence

\textsuperscript{5}In the 1980s and 1990s, many central banks continued to use reduced-form statistical models to produce forecasts of the economy that presumed no structural change, but they did so knowing that these models could not be used with any degree of confidence to predict the outcome of policy changes.
has substantially narrowed the range of models that can explain the macroeconomic facts, there remains substantial uncertainty about the right model. There is for instance the issue of how to interpret relatively frequent price adjustment in the microeconomic data and the persistent output effects of a monetary policy shock. There are a number of theories that can generate real rigidity in response to a nominal shock. Some rely on strategic complementarity in the price setting decision (Kimball, 1995; Burstein and Hellwig, 2008), other theories rely on staggered information flows (Mankiw and Reis, 2002), or optimal information processing of an idiosyncratic or aggregate source (Mackowiak and Wiederholt, 2009). A second issue is whether we need to take into account temporary price markdowns explicitly in our macroeconomic models. It is not yet clear how this affects the aggregate dynamics and welfare. More evidence from surveying price setters might improve our understanding of price and inflation dynamics, so that we can converge on one model that matches both the macroeconomic and microeconomic evidence on inflation and prices.
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